
Free Trade 
Agreements 

Promote 
Global Warming!
No More NAFTAs!

Dear Senator_____________________, Senator________________________________________,
Representative_________________________________________________ and President Obama:

NAFTA-style  free  trade  agreements  contribute  significantly  to  the  global  climate  crisis   These 
agreements:
- Contribute to a global shift towards US-style meat-centered diets, increasing livestock emissions.
- Shift global crop and animal agriculture towards fossil fuel intensive industrial agriculture.
- Displace family farms  These farmers proceed to cut down forests for fuel and new farmland.
-  Prohibit  environmental  selective  purchasing  agreements  through  state  procurement  rules.
-  Provide  investor  protections  to  extractive  industries  that  undermine  environmental  laws.
-  Undermine  “buy  local”  campaigns  that  reduce  fuel  consumption  in  transportation  of  goods.
- Contribute to deforestation through highway construction for international shipping.

–
I  urge  you  to  introduce  legislation  to  repeal  NAFTA,  DR-CAFTA,  and  the  Peru  Free  Trade 
Agreement  and to  oppose the  passage  of  the  Colombia,  South Korea,  and  Panama Free Trade 
Agreements.  Please write back with your thoughts on this issue. 
NAME_________________________________PHONE________________________________

STREET________________________________________________________________________

CITY _______________________________________STATE _____ZIP___________________

EMAIL _________________________________________________________________________ 
Contact me with more information (circle yes or no). Yes No
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